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News from the president

2020 MEANS GREAT VISION!
Happy New Year! As the calendar has turned the page to 2020, I
wanted to take a minute and let you know what your board has been
doing in the first six months of the 2019–2020 year. The biggest
change you will see right away is the rebranding of the Executive
Memo. Out with the old and in with the new…introducing Executive
Edge! We asked you to help us rename our quarterly magazine and
you responded with a close race with Executive Edge coming in the
winner. At the same time, we are introducing the Executive Edge we
are also rolling out our new mission statement. CSAE is not just an
organization, it is a community, and the new mission statement reflects
just that. CSAE is the community where association professionals
within Colorado connect, learn and support one another.

W

e did not stop there. In November
the CSAE app was launched.
With the new app, members can
register for events, check the details
of events registered for, update their
member profile, search the member
directory and have a complete onsite
conference guide at their fingertips.
If you have not downloaded the app
already go to www.csae.mobile.org to
add to your phone or tablet.
The final two areas the board focused
on in 2019 were the association’s
strategic priorities and objectives as
well as the policy and procedures. The

board identified that CSAE’s strategic
priorities and objectives are to connect,
lead and learn.
The final piece of the 2019 puzzle
was the update and approval of the
current Policies and Procedures.
So what is the board going to be
focusing on in the first half of 2020?
The first item is a review of our current
bylaws. The review is long overdue
but a necessary update to move the
association forward. The membership
will be asked to approve the new
bylaws in the spring. The second focus
item is the Annual Conference, June

3–5 at the Grand Hyatt Vail. Keep an
eye on the website and the app as the
Program Committee begins to build a
great three-day experience for all of
our members. Early registration is
now open.
I hope you are excited as I am
with all we have accomplished in the
first six months of the year. Colorado
is one of the strongest SAEs in
the US and it is because of you…
our great members who support us
through volunteering, sponsoring and
attending. Thank you and here’s to a
great 2020!

Rhonda Scurek
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QUESTIONING THE ORTHODOX
BELIEFS OF ASSOCIATION
GOVERNING
© StunningArt/Shutterstock.com

By Jeff De Cagna FRSA FASAE

I

t has never been more vital for association decision-makers to
think deeply about the future. Powerful forces of transformation are
reshaping the world, creating profound shifts that will irrevocably
alter, for both better and worse, the trajectories of their organizations,
their fields and their stakeholders’ lives. To anticipate and prepare for
how these forces may unfold in the years ahead, association boards
need to focus their attention on learning with the future as much as
possible through the consistent practice of foresight.
By embracing this duty of foresight,
association boards can capitalize on the
opportunity to build governing mindsets
and mechanics better suited to the
challenging work of making sense, making
meaning and making decisions around the
increasingly complicated issues they will
confront in the years ahead. Standing in
the way of making this essential transition,
however, is the wide range of orthodox
beliefs that underpin association governing.
In this context, orthodox beliefs are deepseated assumptions about how governing
is supposed to work that can interfere
with designing and experimenting with next
6 | winter 2020 | www.csae.org

practices and fresh approaches. Let’s
examine a few of these orthodox beliefs.

ASSOCIATION GOVERNING SHOULD
BE BASED ON A GOVERNMENT OR
POLITICAL MODEL
Many associations have built their
governing structures with inspiration from
the example of the U.S. government: a
president (or chair) at the top, with other
officers in the line of succession, and
overall board composition determined
by the representation of local, state or
regional constituencies. Larger boards
often have what amounts to a “cabinet” of

senior officers who hold specific functional
portfolios, such as meetings or membership.
Some associations operate with a separate
“legislative branch” in the form of a house
of delegates or general assembly. These
models also tend to include competitive
elections, featuring active campaigning,
endorsements from key association
influencers and candidate forums.
Despite its pervasiveness, this
orthodox belief suffers from an obvious
and inescapable flaw: associations are
not governments. The U.S. government
is a complex entity that must manage
extensive economic, diplomatic, military
and other interests around the world, as
well as serious ideological disagreements
between two major political parties at
home. Associations could not be more
different in terms of their reasons for
being, as well as the scope and scale
of their activities. To become adaptive
and resilient in the years ahead,
associations must move beyond their past
preference for more bureaucratic and
insular government-style structures that
encourage risk aversion in favor of open,

inclusive and flexible governing systems
that enable collaboration, learning and
innovation.

BOARD PRESIDING OFFICERS
(BPOS) ARE MORE IMPORTANT
THAN OTHER DIRECTORS
Consistent with the choice to build the
work of governing around a political
metaphor, most association boards
place special emphasis on the role of
the president or chair. The “chief elected
officer” enjoys outsized influence within
the association, usually including direct
oversight of the chief staff executive,
and the ability to shape both board and
organizational activities based on personal
priorities. In addition, chief elected officers
represent their organizations at local,
national and international association
events, industry or professional
conferences, government hearings and
with the media. The unique status and
privileges accorded to the individuals
who occupy this role can convey the
impression that chief elected officers
are the first among equals on their
boards, and other directors should defer
to their wishes.
On the one hand, the effectiveness of
the board presiding officer (an umbrella
term I use to cover all possible titles), is
a critical element in the effort to nurture
strong boards and thrivable organizations,
but not for any of the reasons listed above.
As the term implies, the BPO’s principal
roles must be to guide the board’s
work in partnership with the chief staff
executive, build overall board capacity
and ensure high performance among all
directors. On the other hand, no matter
how significant these responsibilities are,
board presiding officers have no greater
claim to determine the substance or
direction of the board’s work than any
other director, and certainly not a simple
majority of the board. Each director is a
steward in his/her own right, and while
respect for the challenge of serving as
the board presiding officer is appropriate,
deference is neither necessary nor in the
best interests of the organization and its
stakeholders.

BOARDS NEED TO DRIVE THE
WORK OF STRATEGY
For many decades, association chief staff
executives have worked with their boards

to pursue strategic planning exercises,
despite their uncertain value and the
tendency in some organizations to set
aside the documents they produce in
favor of doing “real work.” The association
world’s commitment to strategic planning
endures, however, at least in part due to
the powerful orthodox belief that argues
associations need to have strategic
plans. Why? Because that’s what
associations are supposed to do. And as
the most senior decision-makers in their
organizations, it makes intuitive sense
for boards to drive the strategic planning
effort, either through the board’s presiding
officer or a strategic planning committee
appointed by and operating with the
delegated authority of the board.
In today’s fast-moving environment,
however, the primary purpose of strategy
for associations is building mutually
beneficial relationships with stakeholders
to learn how to co-create value that
can help them address short-term
problems, intermediate-term needs and
long-term outcomes. For the most part,
board members are neither the primary
beneficiaries of strategy, nor well-equipped
to contribute in meaningful ways to
value creation for current “digital first”
stakeholders. Instead of boards driving
strategy, associations should invite the
actual stakeholders with whom they wish
to build relationships to take the lead
on strategy development and business
model design, while boards focus their
attention on building a consistent practice
of foresight.
These conversations must inform each
other, and they can make more sustained
and substantive progress by moving
forward on separate yet interdependent
pathways.

SHORT-TERM CONCERNS ARE
MORE IMPORTANT THAN LONGTERM THINKING
The orthodox beliefs of corporate
governance exert substantial influence in
the way association boards function as
well. Chief among these assumptions is
the corporate sector’s focus on short-term
concerns, including daily stock prices,
quarterly earnings reports and maximizing
shareholder value. While associations
are not publicly traded enterprises, their
boards are no less anxious about shortterm matters, particularly the performance

of membership recruitment and retention
efforts. Many, if not most, association
boards use the monthly rise and fall of
membership numbers as a proxy metric for
overall organizational health, yet another
orthodox belief worthy of closer scrutiny.
It is difficult to blame association
boards for their short-termism, and not
just because of the considerable sway of
corporate governance practices. Prioritizing
what is happening today over what feels
like a distant and unknown future is an
understandable human reaction, and a
reasonable choice for individuals to make
for themselves. When it comes to the
work of stewardship, however, association
boards have a fundamental responsibility
to their stakeholders that must supersede
personal interests. Devoting board attention
to exploring the long-term implications
of societal transformation for their
associations, stakeholders and the fields
they serve is a function of governing that
is at least as, if not more, important as any
short-term item on the board agenda.
In the words of Ruth Benedict,
a pioneering 20th century cultural
anthropologist, “We grow in time to trust
the future for our answers.” Unfortunately,
associations, like most nonprofit
organizations, tend to look to the past
for their answers, and the continued
commitment to orthodox beliefs is evidence
of that inclination. Relentless societal
transformation demands that association
boards, board presiding officers and
chief staff executives collaborate to free
themselves and their organizations of
these counterproductive constraints and
the devastating inertia they can combine
to create. By designing the future of
governing around the duty of foresight,
association boards can anticipate what
comes next, unleash their stakeholders’ full
potential and build their organizations to
thrive in the years ahead.

Jeff De Cagna FRSA FASAE is
executive advisor for Foresight First
LLC, located in Reston, Virginia.
He can be reached at www.
foresightfirst.io and on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/dutyofforesight.
This article is reprinted with permission from the
Spring 2017 issue of the Georgia Society of
Association Executives Connections magazine.
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IS THERE AN APP
IN YOUR FUTURE?

© Andrey Suslov/Shutterstock.com

By Lance Ritchlin
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Y

ou almost certainly use apps every day to post to your social
media accounts, call for a ride or order a pizza. You might be
one of the 49 percent of Americans who use 11 or more apps a
day—30 separate apps per month. Chances are your first encounter with
an association app was the one that guided attendees through an annual
conference. That probably started you wondering, “Is it better to have a
standalone website or is it better to direct traffic to an app?”.

breathing human being on staff to
help members resolve conference
registration problems in real time.
If app development sounds expensive,
remember that you don’t have to build
your app from scratch. Shop around
for an existing platform that an app
developer can adapt to your needs. “To
develop your own is really going to be
expensive for most groups,” David says.

Matt Hemmendinger, Manager of
Member Engagement for the American
Water Works Association (AWWA),
has wrestled with that same question.
AWWA has used a conference app for a
long time, but a year ago, they launched
an app focused on training for water
treatment plant operators. “It’s basically
a study support app,” Matt says. “If you’re
studying to pass your water operator
certification test and you’re looking
for some help, we’ve just got a ton of
questions in there that cover everything
you’re going to see on the test.”

GLIMPSING THE FUTURE

PROVIDING STUDY SUPPORT
Knowing how aspiring operators
struggle with the math on the test,
AWWA devoted extra resources on their
app to help students bone up on their
math. “Our goal was that you’d hopefully
have this resource in your pocket
whenever you found five or ten minutes
to [study],” Matt says. “It was there with
you, you didn’t need to go sit down in a
library or log into a computer.”
The AWWA app straddles two worlds,
Matt says: “You can use it as a mobile
app in the traditional sense or you also
can plug in via the desktop version.”

USING THE PWA MODEL
Hybrid apps are becoming common.
David Carnes is CEO and founder of
Association Management Online (AMO),
which developed CSAE’s recently
launched membership app. With that
app, members can register for events,
check the details of events for which
they have already registered, update

their member profiles, search the
member directory or have a complete
onsite conference guide at their
fingertips.
According to David, AMO's mobile
app is a PWA, a Progressive Web
Application. Technically it's a hybrid
between a mobile website and a mobile
app. PWAs can be built to work with or
without an Internet connection.
“There are a number of benefits to
using PWA versus a traditional mobile
app,” David says. “The most important
benefits for associations are that you can
bypass the app stores, allowing direct
downloads from your website. You can
also efficiently manage the development
to work across all devices and keep all
users up to date. A PWA enables you
to offer a good mobile experience at
a fraction of the cost of building and
managing a traditional app.”
A good app needs to be versatile.
“APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces) enable programmers to
easily connect different online software
platforms to each other,” says David.
“APIs are vital for efficiently sharing
data and functionality across systems.”
An app allows you to take data
offline. For example, your members
will probably want to use your app
to access onsite conference details
instead of logging onto your website
and searching for the information. But
don’t be surprised if users shop for
products or search for information on
their phones, and then switch to their
laptops to place orders or register for
an event. You’ll want to keep a living,

David foresees a time 5–10 years
away when apps will give users an
experience few of us can imagine.
Someday, you’ll put on a pair of glasses
and be transported to another reality.
The implications for meetings and
conferences are profound, he says.
Imagine dozens—perhaps thousands—of
participants touring a facility together.
Imagine them examining a new product
or piece of equipment that responds
to manipulation in an almost tactile
manner. Something you can poke and
dismantle and turn upside down. How
would such an experience transform
training for an association with chapters
spread across the globe?
This experience will transcend virtual
reality and augmented reality. With
virtual reality, an association member
can don a clunky visor and “see” you,
but only in an imitation, video game-like
environment. With augmented reality,
you could appear in the member’s
actual living room, but the entire
image would be confined to his or her
smartphone screen.
Spatial computers will take
interaction to an even greater level.
Eventually, your association member
will be able to interact with you by
putting on a pair of “glasses” with
a spatial computer embedded in
the frames. They’ll see you in their
natural environment, and you will
also understand and react with that
environment. You can look each other
in the eye, step outside together or
float around their actual living room.
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KEEPING IT REAL
Make sure there is an audience and
a desire for your app before investing
in development. Matt says, “The most
important thing that we do at AWWA is
a lot of regular surveying our members
and making sure that we understand
what it is that they desire, how they
desire to obtain it, what’s working well
for them and what we can improve.”

7

AN APP-SSOCIATION?
Some organizations are
indistinguishable from their apps.
Arguably, companies such as Uber,
Facebook and Snapchat don’t just
have an app; they are an app. Is the
time coming when an association’s
entire range of activities might be
completely embodied in an app?
Probably not, says David, but “In

TIPS FOR
ASSOCIATION
APPS

terms of the members’ experience, it
would feel that way.”
AWWA has doubled down on digital
delivery, launching a video streaming
service. “Certainly we’re moving
everything to being facilitated by digital
delivery,” Matt says. “It’s what people are
expecting.”

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
The website https://www.magicleap.
com/ explains differences between
virtual reality, augmented reality and
spatial computers. To learn about API
connections visit https://ifttt.com/. For
more information on Progressive Web
Apps, visit https://developers.google.
com/web/progressive-web-apps .
Lance Ritchlin is a freelance writer
and marketing consultant. You can
reach him at lritchlin@gmail.com.

1.	Understand your members. Before investing heavily in any digital delivery
system, “ping” your members to make sure they want it and will use it.
2.	Know your options. What can an app do that your website doesn’t? What’s
the difference between an app and a responsive website? Acquaint yourself
with the tech landscape. Talk to your IT person or several prospective app and
web designers before you decide what you need.
3.	Assign your app a task. Apps are about action. The point is not to duplicate
your entire website. Decide in advance what your app will be designed to do.
4.	Shop around. Why develop an app from scratch when there are proven,
existing platforms to use? Consider using a professional app developer to save
yourself money, staff time and headaches.
5.	Remember maintenance. An app isn’t the kind of asset where you “set it
and forget it.” Your app will need frequent updating. You’ll want to tweak it as
you learn what does or doesn’t work for members. Research indicates that
75 percent of apps are used only once after being downloaded. Occasional
grooming—and ongoing marketing—will keep members engaged.
6.	Plan your rollout. An app no one downloads and uses is worthless but
downloading requires a commitment. Members who surf your website
casually will scrutinize your brand carefully before downloading your app to
the phone in their purse or the tablet beside their bed. The very success of
apps makes it hard for yours to stand out. Market your app as you would any
valuable product or service.
7.	Keep your options open. Many members will remain loyal to more traditional
forms of information and service distribution—your website, live events or
newsletter. Don’t ignore their need to connect to a real person. When a
member just needs to be heard, an app makes a poor shoulder to cry on.
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DISRUPTIONS IN

ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT
By Marilee Yorchak, CAE, Digital Analytics Association

A

ssociations are struggling to navigate new terrain that is quickly
and dramatically being re-shaped by social, demographic,
technological, competitive and economic forces. Many
associations have organizational governance, operating models and
cultures that are not ready to confront, effectively embrace, and
manage these disruptions.
Forward-looking association executives must recognize and address
the real threats to their traditional models and value propositions
driven by changes in their constituency and customer needs. A
good portion of the Executive Director’s job is to be visionary and
innovative. Have you reviewed recently the model of how you manage
your association to ensure you are prepared for these changes?
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1
2
3

An all-staff model

An all-AMC model

A hybrid of both

Marilee Yorchak, CAE, Executive Director, Digital
Analytics Association

© Christie’s Photographic Solutions

This article introduces CSAE members
who are leading associations in a
nontraditional way, including the
movement toward more remote
workers, even at the highest level. This
article also examines the advent of
“virtual” associations.

Christy Landwehr is CEO of Certified
Horsemanship Association (CHA).
She has been in this role for 10 years
and has worked remotely the entire time.
CHA’s headquarters are in Kentucky, and
there are two full-time staff there. Christy
connects with her staff every day, and
does a Zoom call every couple of days.
She travels to the HQ office just once a
year. In addition to the three full-time staff,
CHA hires freelancers that are paid by
the project (a newsletter editor, a graphic
designer). For this small association,
the model works well. Christy’s words of
wisdom: “Don’t be afraid to do this model
of remote, even at the C-level. Your best
talent is not always in your town, and with
the advances in technology now, anything
is possible!”
The Association for Women in
Science started with their first full-time
telecommuter in 2005. By 2008, 50
percent of the staff were full-time remote.
Flash forward to 2019: all positions are
now advertised as being remote.

© DAA

There are three basic structural
models for managing an
association:

Christy Landwehr (center), CEO, Certified Horsemanship Association
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The Digital Analytics Association,
led by Marilee Yorchak, uses a hybrid
model, with both an AMC and staff
(although all staff except the ED are
contractors). The Executive Director
is the only full-time paid staff person
and works remotely. There are six
contractors. Some are paid a monthly
retainer, some by the hour, some by the
project, and one is on commission. This
model has allowed DAA to be nimble
and flexible (various functions have
moved out of the AMC to a contractor
and vice versa), and has improved
profitability for the association. DAA has
a weekly staff call (via Zoom) on Monday
mornings where every functional area is
represented. This allows team members
to bounce ideas off each other, share
stumbling blocks and inform others of
new developments. More importantly,
this helps create a team atmosphere of
cohesiveness and shared goals, rather
than working in silos (an easy trap to
fall into with remote workers). Notes are
taken with action items and distributed
later that day. One lesson learned is that
the ED asked the team to use video on
the Monday calls, so as to better engage
all the staff.

© Christie’s Photographic Solutions

Todd Ohleiser is the executive director
for two associations with a unique
management model. The associations
are similar in nature and had some
overlap: The Colorado Stone, Sand
& Gravel Association (CSSGA) and
the Colorado Ready Mix Concrete
Association (CRMCA). Six years ago,
the two boards had an epiphany: Instead
of two separate organizations with two
EDs and separate staff, why not share?
Todd states that their philosophy, which
has served both organizations well, is:
“Separate when necessary; synergies
when possible.” The two associations not
only share Todd as the ED, but share 2.5
employees. They contract out for lobbying
and accounting. The benefits are clear to
Todd: lower operating costs and strength
in numbers, especially when it comes
to PACs and lobbying. There are some
challenges—not losing focus on each
association is always top of mind. To help
with that, Todd updates the strategic plan
for each association every quarter with
the separate boards. Todd says: “The key
to the success of this model is that we
have clarity on the strategic plans and the
buy-in of the boards.” In addition, the ED’s
annual review is tied to the success of the
strategic plan.
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Bob Golden, Executive Director, Water Design
Build Council

Todd Ohleiser, Executive Director, Colorado
Stone, Sand & Gravel Association and Colorado
Ready Mix Concrete Association

Bob Golden recently became the ED
for the Water Design Build Council,
composed of 50 member engineering
firms specializing in water design-build
delivery. At the time of this writing,
he was only in the job three weeks,
but already had a good grasp of the
organizational model and changes
that might need to be made. There
is no staff—everyone is a contractor,
including Bob. All contractors are paid
a monthly retainer. Bob has already
decided that working out of his home
is not the best fit for him—he plans to
have an office in a co-working space
soon. The association has never had
an office. Bob has a 30-minute call
every Friday with the board chair,
and he credits his forward-thinking
board for accepting this approach
to managing the association. Bob’s
immediate challenge is in re-thinking
how the board and staff share working
documents.

to such a large degree, it’s nearly
impossible to find a one-size-fits-all
governance model that works for
all nonprofits. This is why many
organizations eventually navigate their
way toward a hybrid approach.
One interesting disruption to the
traditional association model is the
advent of virtual organizations and
associations. There is more than
one for-profit company out in the
marketplace that is working in the
association space, with offerings to
your members. Even in our very own
association management space, the
501cLeague is a virtual organization
for people working in 501c
organizations. They offer education,
mentoring and an alternative
to ASAE. A similar organization
is SALA, Small Association
Leadership Alliance.
One thing is for certain: Change is
a constant. Being ahead of the curve
and embracing disruption can help
you lead your organization to be more
efficient and effective as we march
into 2020.

As the Executive Director of DAA,
Marilee leads a strong staff to serve
DAA’s more than 5,500 members
worldwide in DAA’s mission to
advance the use of data to
understand and improve the digital world
through professional development and
community.
Marilee has 30+ years of association
management experience. Marilee is a Certified
Association Executive (CAE), with a B.S. in
Marketing from the University of ColoradoBoulder and an MBA from New Mexico State
University.

The governance model that
organizations select depends largely
on the needs of the organization
and its members. Since the needs of
organizations and their members vary
www.csae.org | winter 2020 | 15

THE FUTURE OF
EDUCATION AND
EMPLOYMENT
By Shelly Alcorn, CAE

GEORGIA TECH WAS recently in the
news for something amazing.
Dr. Ashok Goel teaches classes in
artificial intelligence. He decided to
conduct an experiment and deployed
IBM's “Watson” as one member of his
team of teacher's assistants. The first
semester was a training ground, but
in the second semester the names
of all the TAs were disguised. At the
end of the class, students were asked
to identify which of the TAs they had
interacted with had been an AI and
which ones had been human.
Only 50 percent of the students
specializing in the field got it right
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(even after being told to look for it),
and 10 percent of students incorrectly
identified one of the humans as the AI
instead.
As the above story demonstrates,
we are standing on the verge of a
completely new era in our shared
human experience. Disruption is a
popular term that is in danger of being
overused. Still, it is the only word that
accurately describes the state of affairs
in the world today. Between the advent
of machine learning, the rise of artificial
intelligence, implantable and ingestible
electronics, 3D (and now 4D) printing
and true quantum computing right on

the horizon, we are being faced with a
veritable tsunami of advancement. More
importantly, these developments are
exponential and systemic in nature.
When one major advancement
takes place, there is a corresponding
cascade of change that moves through
all connected systems. The educationto-employment system both here in
the United States and in the larger
global community is no exception. Deep
changes are typically sparked when
wicked problems show themselves
in a systemic context. As association
professionals who are interested in
educational advancement and the
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health of the industries and professions
we represent, we are called on to
understand and to position ourselves to
provide new solutions in a new context.
In our white paper, The Association
Role in the New Education Paradigm1,
Elizabeth Weaver Engel, M.A., CAE, and
I (with assistance from our contributors
and those we interviewed) outline some
of the key changes that are underway
and discuss what associations can do
to help. Here are some quick snapshots
of just a few of the biggest trends we
believe associations should consider
when thinking about the futures of their
industries and professions.

THE K-12 SYSTEM

THE EMPLOYMENT SYSTEM

K-12 educators are in an increasingly
challenging situation. School districts
are being tasked with overhauling K-12
to incorporate the tools, technologies
and innovative learning environments
befitting the 21st century, while
operating in an environment shaped by
decreasing funding, increasing class
sizes and high-stakes testing.
Advances in artificial intelligence are
projected to be able to provide each
student with access to a personalized
tutor that will allow these students to
proceed at their own pace regardless
of what grade level they are in, and
transform teachers into “knowledge
acquisition facilitators” rather than
instructional providers. Due to these
and other concerns, parents are
increasingly opting out of the K-12
system, and the traditional feeder
systems into post-secondary training
or the employment sphere are breaking
down. Association professionals need
to think critically about where future
members are coming from, and how
we can help individuals successfully
transition into employment in our
industries and professions.

The automation that cut a swath
through agricultural and blue-collar
jobs was bad enough. Now, with the
rise of intelligent machines, jobs
in sectors such as accounting, law
and medicine are at risk. Oxford
University, among others, estimates
that 47 percent of the employment
sphere in the United States (69
percent in India, 77 percent in China),
is set to be radically enhanced or
outright replaced within the next
eight years. Our members, and our
entire global society, are going to
depend on us to help them cope
with integrating new tools in the
workplace or skill up so they can
move laterally into new positions.

THE POST-SECONDARY SYSTEM
The high level of student debt (currently
$1.3 trillion and not dischargeable
via bankruptcy) is poised to surpass
the housing bubble that preceded the
economic crash of 2007–2008. A
sharp increase in the time it takes to get
the degree is leaving more and more
students behind. There is an argument
brewing about what the purpose and
value of a degree are, and how well
the degree actually serves students.
Employers are bemoaning the fact
that the graduates they are hiring are
deficient in skills such as critical and
systems thinking and hyper-complexity.
Associations have a role to play in helping
individuals entering the workforce in our
industries and professionals “skill up” in
these critical areas.

CONCLUSION
These are just three aspects of the
education-to-employment sphere
that are creating a perfect storm for
associations. Although we have long
considered ourselves providers of
professional development, we now
have opportunities to create new
revenue streams by enhancing and
retooling our educational efforts
to help serve a new population of
learners who have specific needs
that aren't being met by the current
system.

Shelly Alcorn, CAE, is a principal
in Alcorn Associates
Management Consulting. She is
a 2017 GSAE Annual Meeting
Keynote presenter ("Dispatches
from a Disrupted World''} and will also lead a
breakout session on "The Integral Association."
This article is reprinted with modifications, with
permission, from the Spring 2017 issue of the
Georgia Society of Association Executives
Connections magazine.
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resource review

rEVOLUTIONARY GOVERNANCE
By Francine Butler, PhD, CAE, CMP, President, Empressa Consulting

Whenever I read something
Jeff wrote or hear him
speak, I say “of course…I
knew that” or “I should have
thought of that”—because it
makes eminent sense. He
has a magical ability to take a
concept (that is likely complex)
and reframe it in terms that
make you say, “Now I get it.”

I

am privileged to review the
prepublication copy of his forthcoming
manuscript…My treat! The lead lower
case “r” in the title is quite important as
you will discover. Clearly, developing a
governance system for an organization
is an evolving, i.e., evolutionary process.
The introductory “r” sets the tone for
the six stages of evolution of Board
development…a journey led by the
author through the text.
The premise of the book is
straightforward: One size does not fit
all within association governance. The
purpose of the book is stated: “To make
becoming a better board easier, more

straightforward and methodical.” Who
could argue with such a goal?
The operative word is evolution
and the author begins with detailed
explanations of six stages of
development: Founding, Organizing,
Double-hatter, Transitional, Singlehatter and Visionary. I questioned the
terms double and single hatter and he
translated those to mean multifocused
or multitasking versus single-focus.
A number of graphs help chart
the evolutionary process and clearly
illustrate the picture worth a thousand
words to visualize board development
through the stages. He further guides
the reader through the process
with one-paragraph summaries that
clearly show the reader where their
organization stands.
At the “double-hatter” stage,
an individual wears both a board/
governing hat and also serves on a
committee in an operational mode.
A point to recognize is that due
to organizational issues, a board
may remain indefinitely at a certain
stage. The goal is to “maximize
the capabilities to best serve the
stakeholders.” I find this point

“Clearly, developing a
governance system for an
organization is an evolving,
i.e., evolutionary process.”
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rEvolutionary Governance
Jeff Arnold MAM CAE
Copyright 2019

illuminating because it allows the board
to be okay where they are and not feel
inadequate if they cannot change. The
book goes on to provide a map to guide
the board through the steps to yield
success.
Further guidelines for the reader:
There is a certain amount of redundancy
in chapters—they should be used as
individual units as each can stand alone
for its specific topic.
The board develops by going through
six stages. A quick review of each stage
will help the reader determine where
your board is and develop a pathway to
the lofty goal—highly functional!
Truly, I have never read a discussion
on boards that so eloquently dissects
operations and process and then offers
a strategy to assess and effect change
leading to organizational success.

Helping associations maximize their
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Meetings in Another Altitude
Many begin their days early with energizing general sessions and breakout
meetings, and end their meetings early so that their attendees can
experience all that Snowmass Village offers. Spring, Summer, and Fall bring
long days and mild temperatures that are perfect for hiking up wildflower
trails, or heading down on a mountain bike or getting your groove on at
an outdoor concert. Whether your passion is taking a ballon ride or white
water rafting we have it all in Snowmass Village. Book a meeting from May
through December of 2020, 2021, 2022, or 2023 and choose from the
following concessions:
20-50 Total RN: Pick from 3 of the below concessions
51-100 Total RN: Pick from 4 of the below concessions
101+ RN: Pick from 5 of the below concessions
• 14 Day Cut off
• Complimentary one hour
reception of Beer, Wine and
Passed Hors d’ouevres
• $5 Rebate per consumed Room
night
• Two (2) Complimentary one
hour massage or facial

• 75% allowable attrition
reduction (Group must provide
2 years of history)
• Complimentary Meeting Space
with Banquet F&B Minimum
• Gift Certificate for a one (1) stay
with breakfast

For more info contact the Westin Sales Office at 970.923.8270 or email your
information to sales@westinsnowmass.com

©2019 Marriott International, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, Westin and their logos are
the trademarks of Marriott International, Inc., or its affiliates. For full terms and conditions
visit westin.com/asemw. Restrictions may apply.
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Member spotlight

ALEX CLARK
Membership, Marketing & Communications Director for American Society of Farm Managers & Rural Appraisers
Compiled by Becky Roland, CAE, Phoenix AHC

Alex Clark became a member
of CSAE because he is
constantly looking for education
and insights from those with
experience at associations large
and small, and being connected
with a local group provides a
sense of community that helps
develop trust and collaboration.

A

lex has spent nearly 15 years in the
marketing and communications
realms working within industries as
diverse as minor-league sports (Grand
Rapids Rampage – Arena Football
League team); healthcare staffing
(Fastaff Travel Nursing); and both large
and small member-based associations
(USA Hockey and the American
Society of Farm Managers and Rural
Appraisers). Alex enjoys the working
environment of nonprofit organizations,
because the purpose and mission
are beyond just making money for
stakeholders. It is the drive for a cause
or community that keeps him motivated.
The concept of “track and report”
dictates Alex’s professional life. He
discovered that setting measurable
goals is a key to future decision-making
and growth. If quantifiable goals are not
set, then simply completing a task might
be considered a success, when it would
be more valuable to explore whether
the task itself was worth completing.
Tasks are meant to drive a result and,
therefore, identifying what results
should be obtained and then calling
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Alex and Lorri Clark

them out will help hone strategy, asset
allocation and prioritization in future
endeavors.
Alex learned through his work at
nonprofits that not paying attention to
goals is a disservice to the organization.
He became very good at boiling down
people’s paragraph-long thoughts to
well-defined goals that direct efforts
and passions.
Alex spends most of his free time
with his family. With five kids under
the age of 10, his spare time includes
ice cream, kids sporting events, board
books and Dora the Explorer. Alex’s
oldest is 9.

Alex used to be a Chicago
Blackhawks fan, but has become a
Colorado Avalanche fan with his kids.
As much as he loves hockey, he admits
that he can’t skate a lick!
Alex was overweight and not athletic
throughout high school. In college, he
found that running was a quick way
to shed some pounds. Since then he
has run the Chicago Marathon twice.
The commitment that one makes
to training for a marathon is a bit
crazy. So, while it was absolutely an
accomplishment that instilled selfpride, he says he probably won’t run
that distance again.

Member benefit

NEW TECHNOLOGIES
EQUAL NEW OPPORTUNITIES
By Joan “JT” Tezak, CAE, CMP, Executive Director, Colorado Society of Association Executives

CSAE'S New Mobile App
Access CSAE Whenever, Wherever You Want
Streamline your membership with CSAE's new Mobile App for
smartphones and tablets.
Need to contact the executive director at the contractors
association? Forgot to register for next week’s luncheon and you’re
out of the office? Wonder what room the keynote is in?

W

ith the new CSAE app, you can
search the member directory,
update your member profile, access
white papers and special reports, register
for events, see who else is attending an
event, get directions for the luncheon
location, and have a complete onsite
conference guide at your fingertips.
And there are plenty of updates
ahead like renewing your dues, push
notifications, and more.
You don’t have to be near a computer.
It’s all just a few clicks away.

Download It Now
To get the new web-based mobile app,
open a browser on your device and go
to mobile.csae.org. Then save the app to
your phone or tablet home screen. More
details are available at www.esda.org.

Professional Member Listserv
Are you stuck and need a quick
answer? CSAE’s new dedicated
listserv EXCLUSIVELY for Professional
Members is a quick and direct means
of sharing information via email with
your peers or tapping answers and
ideas for your association challenges.
Simply send an email to the listserv
asking your peers for assistance
or sharing association information
with them.
What types of questions and
answers? Those that relate directly
to association management such
as: sample policies and guidelines,
how to handle difficult volunteer or
board situations, resources such as
consultants, attorneys, speakers,
programs.

Subscribe/Unsubscribe
Participation in the listserv is by request
only and is open only to Professional
CSAE members, no associate/
vendor members or non-members. To
participate, you must request to do so
by sending an email to jt@csae.org.
Don’t wait. Tap into the knowledge
and wisdom of your colleagues today.

“You don’t have to be near a computer.
It’s all just a few clicks away.”
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TRENDS AND
DISRUPTIONS
FOR ASSOCIATIONS AS
WE ENTER 2020
Top Factors
Influencing
Association
Leaders into
2020
As expected,
TECHNOLOGY is
going to be one
of the biggest
disruptors in the
association world
as we enter 2020.
Specifically:

1
Difficulty identifying,
recruiting and retaining
qualified staff

Next wave of disruptive technologies
AI, Augmented Reality, Virtual
Reality, sensors & blockchain.
These breakthroughs in turn
generate new products and
services (like automated vehicles,
drones, robots and wearables).
Technology is the biggest source of job disruption
and inequality. Automation & the future of how
& where work is performed fuel this. 11% of
the world’s population lives on less than
$1.90 a day. 77% of the jobs India%
67
in China and 67% of the jobs in
India are at risk from automation.

China
%

77

PREDICTIONS

Voice will drive
interactions:
consumers will
be liberated from
keyboards, screens,
taps and swipes.

• Cryptocurrency
• Blockchain data security
• Data integrity & regulations
To remain relevant,
associations will need
to significantly increase
investments in everything
from software platforms
to staff and member
education on these rapidly
advancing technologies.
Source: AssociationsNow

The world is aging: In 2020, for the first time
in history, the world’s population of people
aged 65 and older will exceed the
number of children under the age of 5.

2
Ensuring the privacy and
security of data

Mergers, acquisitions or
consolidations

Consideration of climate change:
While areas threatened by
sea-level rise represent only
2% of the world’s land,
they cover 13% of the
world’s urban population
and 21% of the urban
population of developing
countries.

Source: fsae.org/lookingforward

Source: EY.com/megatrends

3

Marilee Yorchak, CAE, Digital Analytics Association, and Laurie Shields, Laurie Shields Design.
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Machines will
augment human
decision-making.

Access to technology
will be ever-present
with the IoT (Internet
of Things).
Source: EY.com/megatrends

Association Laboratory is an award-winning company
specializing in research, strategy, and strategic education
for trade and professional association leaders. Since
1999, we have helped leading state, national and global
associations design more successful business strategy.

Futures Research

Education

Strategic Planning
Content

Global

Membership

Components

Meetings

CSAE members use code COLORADO25 for 25% off all educational products
associationlaboratory.com

Save the Dates!
CSAE Annual Conference
June 3-5 2020
Grand Hyatt Vail, Vail CO

C S A E ’s N e w M o b i l e A p p
Access CSAE Whenever,
Wherever You Want
Member directory
Profile updates
Access white papers,
special reports
Event registration
Event directions
On-site conference
guide
More to come
Download It Now
Open a browser on your device and go to
mobile.csae.org. Save the app to your device
home screen.

TAKE YOUR MEETINGS TO THE

TOP OF THE WORLD

VAILR ESO RT SMEET ING S .C O M
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One-of-a-kind lodging and meeting spaces. Distinctive dining. Legendary mountain activities.
All flawlessly planned by our team of expert meeting planners.
Seamless access to everything for an unforgettable event at the world’s most Epic mountain destinations.

FIND YOUR EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME AT VAIL RESORTS.

